
Case Study: Solar Panels with LED lights on top of Link Canal in 
Newtown

LED-light based solar street lighting 
system has been implemented along both 

sides of the Link Canal

The entire 1.7 kilometer pathway along the Link

Canal is dotted with these LED light posts on both

the sides of the canal, illuminating the entire area.

3.6 meter-long decorative FRP cylindrical pole with

a 50 millimeter-diameter, holding an LED lantern-

type light of 30-40Watt and 120-270V on the top,

and an FRP coated aluminum arm of 500mm net

span, has been installed.

These lights are completely solar energy based,

without any dependence on the electric power grid,

and make for an excellent eco-friendly option to

illuminate public spaces in a smart township.

This project is smart testimony to New Town’s

beautification initiative as well as resonates the

township’s need for energy intelligence through

sustainable resources.

S T R E E T  L I G H T I N G  A L O N G  T H E  L I N K  C A N A L : F E A T U R E S  

NEWTOWN has been conceived as a sustainable eco-city, aimed at reducing the
consumption of conventional energy. As a solar city, New Town is committed to source at
least 10% of its power from solar energy, especially for public areas, street lighting and
community lighting. Thus, emphasizing the use of solar power and enhancing the
awareness of citizens has always been a priority for the city. Newtown has adopted
multiple means to generate ‘green energy’. Installation of solar panels over all the canals
flowing through the city, is one such measure. This is being looked upon as an initiative
towards generation of solar power as well as a measure to prevent pollution for the canal
water. Considering street lighting and community lighting as the two standard areas
where application of solar power has always been higher, Newtown has taken up a pilot
project of solar power lit street lighting system along 1.7 km Link Canal stretch.



No energy production cost, as solar energy is an 
inexhaustible and continuous source energy 

No additional pressure on electric power grids, 
thus conserving traditional energy source

No environmental hazards, as solar energy 
neither creates noise nor air pollution

A sustainable model that can be replicated in 
other public spaces of the township

New Town is already recognized as an
energy-intelligent township, with a
multitude of initiatives undertaken to
endorse solar power generation and use.

Street lighting with solar power is one
such way, indicating the overall potential
of the township to generate more
dependency on sustainable sources of
energy for its power requirements. With
more such energy-efficient strategies
and initiatives coming up, the township
is sure to pave its path to glory as an
iconic smart city of the country in near
future.

Other Initiatives in Solar power: Newtown

WAY  FORWARD

SOLAR STREET LIGHTING : BENEFITS 


